Directions: Here are the directions to our lodge, from Tagong. On the map, the red line
is walking, and the green line is driving.
Walking Directions:
From the Tagong Temple front, start to walk around the temple to the west, clockwise.
Take the first alleyway to the river side (to the left). Cross the foot bridge and turn right
on the dirt road beyond. Follow this road. It will take a turn up a side valley to the left.
Walk another hour to a small temple/village on your right, just after a small bridge.
Don't go into the village; continue on the road. Also don't turn left just after the bridge;
go straight. You will come in about 100 meters to a large new stupa on your right. This
is your landmark. From there, get oﬀ the road and head straight up the hill behind the
stupa. You need to find the saddle of the hill; do not climb the mountain behind the
temple. Keep looking up and go to the place where the sky seems lowest above the
hill! You must get to the saddle, the lowest crossover point!
From there, follow the clear horse trail to your left down into the valley on the other
side. When you reach the car road (concrete) turn left. Our lodge is big house-inprogress by the road about 1km on.
Driving Directions:
From the town on Tagong, head noth on highway 215 toward Bamei. You will pass the
Golden Stupa and the turnoﬀ to the airport road. Continue 2 more kilometers till you
see a blue sign with white letters, with the characters “⽇日沙村”, RiSha. Turn left onto
the bridge, and then continue on the concrete road, straight, for 8kms. Do not turn
right! You will have to pass through a narrow blockade which stops trucks. You will
pass the nomad settlement project, and go under a large powerline. You’ll cross a
small steel bridge. After this, the lodge is the first and only house on the left, and the
only house by the road at all. It is about 3 kms from the steel bridge, and 8 kms from
the highway.
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